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About the IEEE
World’s largest technical membership 

association with more than 430,000 members 

in over 160 countries

Not for profit organization “Advancing 

Technology For Humanity”

IEEE Xplore by the numbers:

– Nearly 4 million total documents

– Over 3 million unique users

– More than 8 million downloads per month

– 15 year anniversary in 2015! 

Four Core areas of activity

– Membership organization  

– Conferences organizer 

– Standards developer

– Publisher of journals, conferences, 

standards, ebooks and elearning

IEEE student volunteers in Mumbai 

IEEE Day Contest Winner, Colombia



Why you should rely on 
IEEE information



• Nearly four million full text 
documents

• 179 IEEE journals & 
magazines 

• 1400+ annual IEEE 
conferences + 43 VDE 
conferences 

• More than 2800 IEEE 
standards (active, archived. 
redlines) + IEEE Standard 
Dictionary

• 20 IET conferences, 26 IET 
journals & magazines

• Bell Labs Technical Journal 
(BLTJ) back to 1922

• Backfile to 1988, select legacy 
data back to 1872

• Inspec index records for all 
articles

Full text access to IEEE/IET Electronic 
Library (IEL)



17 of the top 20 journals in Electrical and Electronic Engineering 

14 of the top 15 journals in Telecommunications 

3 of the top 5 journals in Computer Science, Hardware & Architecture 

3 of the top 5 journals in Computer Science, Cybernetics

3 of the top 5 journals in Automation & Control Systems

3 of the top 5 journals in Artificial Intelligence

2 of the top 5 journals in Imaging Science & Photographic Technology 

IEEE quality makes an impact
Thomson Reuters Journal Citation Reports® by Impact Factor

IEEE publishes:

Based on the 2015 study released June 2016

More info: www.ieee.org/citations

The Thomson Reuters Journal Citation Reports presents quantifiable statistical data 
that provides a systematic, objective way to evaluate the world’s leading journals.



# 1 in Automation and Control

# 1 in Artificial Intelligence

# 1 in Computer Hardware

# 1 in Cybernetics

# 1 in Information Systems

# 1 in Manufacturing Engineering

# 1 in Theory and Methods

# 1 in Telecommunications

# 2 in Electrical Engineering

# 3 in Aerospace Engineering

Based on the 2015 study released June 2016

The Thomson Reuters Journal Citation Reports presents 
quantifiable statistical data that provides a systematic, 
objective way to evaluate the world’s leading journals.

IEEE journals are:

IEEE quality makes an impact
Thomson Reuters Journal Citation Reports® by Impact Factor



IEEE and Patents



Source: 1790 Analytics LLC 2015. Based on number of references to papers/standards/conferences from 1997-2014 

Top 20 Publishers Referenced Most Frequently by Top 40 Patenting Organizations

IEEE Leads US Patent Citations



IEEE Leads European Patent Citations
Top 20 Publishers Referenced Most Frequently by Top 25 Patenting Organizations

IEEE is the top cited 
publisher in patent 
references from the 

European Patent Office

Source: 1790 Analytics LLC 2012, , Science References from 1997-2011



Technology areas where patents
cite IEEE most

Battery Computer softwareComputer hardware

Source: 1790 Analytics LLC 2015

Measuring, testing, 
and control

Information storage Medical devices

Nuclear and X-ray Power systemsOptics

SemiconductorsRobotics Smart Grid

TelecommunicationsSolar/Photovoltaic Wind Energy
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Content on IEEE Xplore
Digital Library



Full text content from all 39 IEEE Societies
IEEE Aerospace and Electronic Systems Society

IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society

IEEE Broadcast Technology Society

IEEE Circuits and Systems Society

IEEE Communications Society

IEEE Components, Packaging, and Manufacturing 
Technology Society

IEEE Computational Intelligence Society

IEEE Computer Society

IEEE Consumer Electronics Society

IEEE Control Systems Society

IEEE Dielectrics and Electrical Insulation Society

IEEE Education Society

IEEE Electron Devices Society

IEEE Electromagnetic Compatibility Society

IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology 
Society

IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing Society

IEEE Industrial Electronics Society

IEEE Industry Applications Society

IEEE Information Theory Society

IEEE Instrumentation and Measurement Society

IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems 
Society

IEEE Magnetics Society

IEEE Microwave Theory and Techniques 
Society

IEEE Nuclear and Plasma Sciences Society

IEEE Oceanic Engineering Society

IEEE Photonics Society

IEEE Power Electronics Society

IEEE Power & Energy Society

IEEE Product Safety Engineering Society

IEEE Professional Communications Society

IEEE Reliability Society

IEEE Robotics and Automation Society

IEEE Signal Processing Society

IEEE Society on Social Implications of 
Technology

IEEE Solid-State Circuits Society

IEEE Systems, Man, and Cybernetics Society

IEEE Technology and Engineering 
Management Society NEW in 2015

IEEE Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics, and 
Frequency Control Society

IEEE Vehicular Technology Society



RENEWABLE ENERGY

IEEE covers all areas of technology

SMART GRID

AEROSPACE
COMMUNICATIONS

OPTICS

SIGNAL PROCESSING
IMAGING

SEMICONDUCTORS

CIRCUITS
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

NEXT GEN WIRELESS

ELECTRONICS

NANOTECHNOLOGY

CLOUD COMPUTING

More than just electrical engineering & computer science

BIG DATA

CYBER SECURITY

HUMAN-CENTERED INFORMATICS

MACHINE LEARNING

ELECTROMAGNETICS



Multidisciplinary Content on 
IEEE Xplore Digital Library



Life Sciences

At least eight IEEE publications are dedicated in whole 
or in part to technology related to Life Sciences.

Plus, there are more than 90 annual conferences, 20 
periodicals and 20 IEEE standards that cover medical 
device communications.

In IEEE Xplore, you’ll also find coverage of therapeutic devices used 
in rehabilitation processes, such as physical therapy and devices 
used to restore movement and function.

Examples of IEEE publications: 
IEEE Pulse

IEEE Trans. on Biomedical Engineering

IEEE Reviews on Biomedical Engineering

IEEE Trans. on Neural Systems and Rehabilitation Engineering

IEEE Trans. on Information Technology in Biomedicine

IEEE Trans. on Medical Imaging

IEEE/ACM Trans. on Computational Biology and Bioinformatics

IEEE Trans. on Biomedical Circuits and Systems

IEEE Trans. on NanoBioscience

IEEE Trans. on Autonomous Mental Development.



Geoscience and related fields
IEEE’s geoscience and remote sensing publications  cover 
the fusion of engineering and geoscientific fields 
including geophysics, geology, hydrology, 
meteorology, etc. 

In IEEE Xplore, you’ll also find information relevant to 
natural resources engineering and mineral 
resources engineering, including extensive coverage of 
technologies related to oil and gas exploration, 
drilling operations, offshore oil rigs and mining.

Examples of IEEE publications: 

IEEE Trans. on Geoscience & Remote Sensing

IEEE Geoscience & Remote Sensing Magazine

IEEE Geoscience & Remote Sensing Letters 

IEEE International Symposium Geoscience and Remote 
Sensing (IGARSS)

IEEE  Petroleum and Chemical Industry Technical 
Conference (PCIC)



Manufacturing Engineering
IEEE’s publications cover manufacturing practices and technologies, 
including the development of systems, processes, machines, and 
tools.

In IEEE Xplore, you’ll find information on virtual manufacturing, 
computer integrated manufacturing, agile manufacturing, 
quality control, robotics and automation, mechatronics, and 
much more

Relevant IEEE publications include:

– IEEE/ASME Transactions on Mechatronics
(#1 most cited journal in Engineering – Manufacturing)

– IEEE Transactions on Components, Packaging and Manufacturing Technology

– IEEE Transactions on Semiconductor Manufacturing

– IEEE Transactions on Automation Science and Engineering

– IEEE Robotics & Automation Magazine

– IEEE International Symposium on Assembly and Manufacturing

– International Conference on Digital Manufacturing and Automation

– e-Manufacturing & Design Collaboration Symposium Electronics Manufacturing 
Technology Symposium

– International Conference on System Science, Engineering Design and Manufacturing 
Informatization



Digital Art & Technology

IEEE Xplore covers the leading edge of 
computer graphics technology and its 
applications in everything from business to the 
arts.

Topics include computer graphics, design, 
animation, 3D, user interface, motion 
graphics, and more

Examples of IEEE Xplore publications: 

IEEE Computer Graphics

IEEE Trans. On Visualization & Computer Graphics

International Conference on Computer-Aided Design 
& Computer Graphics

International Conference on Computer Graphics, 
Imaging & Visualization

International Conference on Image & Graphics



Game Design
IEEE Xplore covers the design of video games, 
mathematical games, human-computer 
interactions in games, and games involving 
physical objects.

Topics include game production, 
computational intelligence, artificial 
intelligence, simulations, and more

Examples of IEEE Xplore publications: 

IEEE Trans. On Computational Intelligence and AI in 
Games

Symposium on Computational Intelligence in Games

International Conference on Computer Games

International Workshop on Digital Game and 
Intelligent Toy Enhanced Learning 

International Symposium on Haptic, Audio, Visual 
Environments and Games



With IEEE Xplore, learn how 

technology impacts fields such as…
Healthcare: telemedicine, electronic medical records, 
patient-specific healthcare, cloud computing in the medical 
field, patient monitoring systems, informatics, and more



With IEEE Xplore, learn how technology 

impacts fields such as…

Related IEEE Journals & Conferences: 

IEEE Trans. on Intelligent Transportation 
Systems

IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems 
Magazine

IEEE Trans. on Automation Science and 
Engineering

IEEE International Conference on 
Automation and Logistics

Transportation: intelligent transportation systems, 
logistics, supply chain management, and more



With IEEE Xplore, learn how 

technology impacts fields such as…
Entertainment: computer graphics, animation, 3D, digital 
motion pictures, laser projectors, and more



With IEEE Xplore, learn how 

technology impacts fields such as…
Apparel Design: e-textiles, smart fabrics, intelligent 
clothing, wearable computing, and more



New IEEE Journals Planned for 2017

In 2017, IEEE will introduce six new journals that will be available 
for subscription:

IEEE Communications Standards Magazine

IEEE Journal of Electromagnetics, RF and Microwaves in 
Medicine and Biology  

IEEE Transactions on Emerging Topics in Computational 
Intelligence 

IEEE Transactions on Green Communications and Networking

IEEE Transactions on Radiation and Plasma Medical Sciences

IEEE Journal of Radio Frequency Identification

All Included in an IEL Subscription

For a complete title listing, to go: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/opacjrn.jsp

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/opacjrn.jsp


New IEEE Journals Coming in 
2016
In 2016, IEEE will introduce four new journals 
that will be available for subscription:

IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Vehicles

IEEE Journal on Multiscale and 
Multiphysics Computational Techniques

IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters

IEEE Transactions on Sustainable 
Computing

For a complete title listing, to go: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/opacjrn.jsp

All included in an IEL subscription

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/opacjrn.jsp


New IEEE Journals from 2015

IEEE Trans. on Big Data

IEEE Trans. on Transportation Electrification

IEEE Trans. on Cognitive Communications and 
Networking

IEEE Trans. on Computational Imaging

IEEE Trans. on Molecular, Biological, and 
Multi-Scale Communications

IEEE Trans. on Multi-Scale Computing 
Systems

IEEE Trans. on Signal and Information 
Processing over Networks

IEEE Systems, Man, and Cybernetics Magazine

For a complete title listing, to go: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/opacjrn.jsp

All included in an IEL subscription
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http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/opacjrn.jsp


A sampling of some of the new 
conferences added in 2015

Big Data Software Engineering 
(BIGDSE), 2015 IEEE/ACM 1st 
International Workshop on

Computational Electromagnetics 
(ICCEM), 2015 IEEE International 
Conference on

DC Microgrids (ICDCM), 2015 IEEE First 
International Conference on

Electromagnetic Compatibility and 
Signal Integrity, 2015 IEEE Symposium 
on

Identity, Security and Behavior 
Analysis (ISBA), 2015 IEEE International 
Conference on

Industrial Engineering and Operations 
Management (IEOM), 2015 International 
Conference on

Microwaves for Intelligent Mobility 
(ICMIM), 2015 IEEE MTT-S International 
Conference on

Multimedia Big Data (BigMM), 
2015 IEEE International Conference 
on

Networking Systems and 
Security (NSysS), 2015 
International Conference on

Sampling Theory and 
Applications (SampTA), 2015 
International Conference on

Signal Processing, Informatics, 
Communication and Energy 
Systems (SPICES), 2015 IEEE 
International Conference on

Smart Cities Conference (ISC2), 
2015 IEEE First International



Internet of Things (WF-IoT), 2014 IEEE 
World Forum on

Humanitarian Technology Conference, 
(IHTC), 2014 IEEE Canada International

Aerospace Electronics and Remote 
Sensing Technology (ICARES), 2014 
IEEE International Conference on

Antenna Measurements & Applications 
(CAMA), 2014 IEEE Conference on

Consumer Electronics, Taiwan (ICCE-
TW), 2014 IEEE International Conference 
on

Energy Conversion (CENCON), 2014 
IEEE Conference on

Ethics in Science, Technology and 
Engineering, 2014 IEEE International 
Symposium on

Transportation Electrification Asia-
Pacific (ITEC Asia-Pacific), 2014 IEEE 
Conference and Expo

Intelligent Energy and Power 
Systems (IEPS), 2014 IEEE 
International Conference on

Quantum Optics Workshop (QOW), 
2014

Sensor Systems for a Changing 
Ocean (SSCO), 2014 IEEE

Wireless and Mobile, 2014 IEEE Asia 
Pacific Conference on

Industrial Engineering and 
Information Technology (IEIT), 
2014 International Conference on

Guidance, Navigation and Control 
Conference (CGNCC), 2014 IEEE 
Chinese

Examples of New IEEE 
Conferences in 2014



IEEE 802 Series—IEEE Standard for Ethernet

IEEE 3000 Standards Collection™—Formerly the IEEE Color Books®, this collection will 

reorganize the 13 Color Books into approximately 70 “dot” standards covering specific 

technical topics on all facets of industrial and commercial power systems.

IEEE 81-2012™—IEEE Guide for Measuring Earth Resistivity, Ground Impedance, and Earth 

Surface Potentials of a Grounding System

2012 National Electrical Safety Code® (NESC®)—Sets the ground rules for practical 

safeguarding of persons during the installation, operation, or maintenance of electric supply 

and communications lines and associated equipment.

IEEE 43™—IEEE Recommended Practice for Testing Insulation Resistance of Electric 

Machinery

IEEE 80™—IEEE Guide for Safety in AC Substation Grounding

IEEE 81™—IEEE Guide for Measuring Earth Resistivity, Ground Impedance, and Earth 

Surface Potentials of a Grounding System

Content Enhancements

Popular IEEE Standards 



Enhancing the User Experience:

Redesign of Full-Text HTML Articles

 More prominent

- article metrics

- related articles

- featured media

 Author’s ORCID 
identifier & bio

 Multimedia gallery

 Metrics gallery



 Modern, mobile-
friendly design

 Figures carousel

 Table of contents 
within Standard

 Evolution of the 
Standard

 Search within a 
Standard

NEW! Full-Text HTML for 
Standards



What are standards?

Standards are published documents that establish specifications 
and procedures designed to ensure the reliability of the 
materials, products, methods, and/or services people use 
every day.

Standards form the fundamental building blocks for product 
development by establishing consistent protocols that can be 
universally understood and adopted

Standards establish compatibility, interconnectivity, interoperability, simplify 
product development, and speed time-to-market

Standards make it easier to understand and compare competing 
products.

As standards are globally adopted and applied in many markets, 
they also help with international trade



Types of IEEE standards

Standards: Documents with mandatory requirements.

Recommended Practices: Documents in which procedures 
and positions preferred by the IEEE are presented.

Guides: Documents in which alternative approaches to good 
practice are suggested but no clear-cut recommendations 
are made.

Trial-Use Documents: Publications in effect for not more 
than two years.

Can be any of the categories of standards publications listed above.

IEEE Confidential  



IEEE Standards Development 
Lifecycle
IEEE Standards are developed using a time-tested, 
effective and trusted process.

IEEE Confidential  



States of Activity of IEEE standards

Developing

• Standards 
projects that 
have not yet 
been 
approved as 
standards 
(e.g., drafts).

Active

• Approved 
standards 
that have not 
been 
transferred 
to inactive 
status (e.g., 
active 
standards and 
revisions).

Inactive

• Standards 
that are no 
longer being 
reviewed or 
assessed for 
accuracy, 
relevance to 
current 
practices or 
further 
applications 
(e.g., 
withdrawn 
standards).



IEEE Standards Development

IEEE standards development process may result in one or 
more of the following documents:

New: Document that does not replace or modify another 
standard.

Revision: Document that updates and replaces (i.e., supersedes) 
an existing IEEE standard in its entirety.

Amendment: Document that adds to, removes from, or alters 
material in a portion of an existing IEEE standard and may make 
editorial or technical corrections to that standard.

Corrigendum: Document that only corrects editorial errors, 
technical errors, or ambiguities in an existing IEEE standard. A 
corrigendum does not introduce new material.

Erratum: Document that contains only grammatical corrections 
to, or corrections of errors introduced during the publishing 
process of, an existing IEEE standard.



Who participates in standards 
development?

Stakeholders and interested parties
Individuals
Industry/Companies
Government/Federal agencies
Public

Open in membership, participation and governance

No restrictions – any individual or company



http://www.standardsuniversity.org/

http://www.standardsuniversity.org/


Standards Resources

IEEE-SA Standards Development Cycle -
http://standards.ieee.org/develop/index.html

Overview of process, procedures

Standards Status Report -
http://standards.ieee.org/develop/project/status.html

Search for standards and drafts to find the status and description

Approved Standards -
http://standards.ieee.org/about/sba/index.html

Listing of IEEE-SA Standard Board approvals

Global Cooperation -
http://standards.ieee.org/develop/intl/index.html

IEEE-SA supports collaboration, development and adoption of standards 
across the globe in partnership with industry, governments and the 
public (e.g., ISO, IEC, ITU)

eTools - https://development.standards.ieee.org/my-site

IEEE-SA’s collection of online tools and resources for standards 
developers

http://standards.ieee.org/develop/index.html
http://standards.ieee.org/develop/project/status.html
http://standards.ieee.org/about/sba/index.html
http://standards.ieee.org/develop/intl/index.html
https://development.standards.ieee.org/my-site


Why Publish with  the IEEE?



for your faculty

for your investors 
and donors

for science & technology

for your institution

for students

Publishing 
creates value



What else increases an IEEE 
author’s visibility?

IEEE’s relationships with indexing 

and abstracting providers 



• A journal article is a fully developed presentation of your 

work and its final findings

• Original research results presented

• Clear conclusions are made and supported by the data

• A conference article can be written while research is ongoing

• Can present preliminary results or highlight recent work

• Gain informal feedback to use in your research

• Conference articles are typically shorter than journal articles, 

with less detail and fewer references

Publish

IEEE journal or IEEE conference? 



• IEEE journals are cited 3 

times more often in patent 

applications than other 

leading publisher’s journals

IEEE Journals IEEE Conferences

• IEEE Conference 

proceedings are recognized 

worldwide as the most vital 

collection of consolidated 

published articles in EE, 

computer science, related 

fields

Publish

IEEE journal or IEEE conference? 

PRO

CON

• A high percentage of 

articles submitted to 

any professional 

publication are rejected

• Per IEEE Policy, if you do 

not present your article at 

a conference, it may be 

suppressed in IEEE Xplore

and not indexed in other 

databases





Duplicate Publication

IEEE's policy on duplicate publication states 

"authors should only submit original work that has 
neither appeared elsewhere for publication, nor 
which is under review for another refereed 
publication. If authors have used their own 
previously published work(s) as a basis for a new 
submission, they are required to cite the previous 
work(s) and very briefly indicate how the new 
submission offers substantively novel contributions 
beyond those of the previously published work(s)." 

http://ewh.ieee.org/soc/nps/TNS.htm

http://ewh.ieee.org/soc/nps/TNS.htm


Choose

Find periodicals in IEEE Xplore®

Browse by Title or 

Topic to find the 

periodical that’s 

right for your 

research 





Submit

Journal paper submission is easy 
through IEEE Xplore®

Click “Submit a 

Manuscript” Follow the prompts 

to set up an account



Submit

Use conference site (not IEEE Xplore) 
to submit to a conference

Each IEEE sponsored 
conference has its own 
requirements for publishing.

For complete 

information, see the Call 

for Papers for the 

conference in question.



IEEE conferences and events



Structure



Title

Results/Discussions/Findings

Abstract

Keywords

Introduction

Methodology

References

Conclusion

Paper Structure

Elements of a manuscript



Good

Title

Bad

Title

VS.

Paper Structure

Title

An effective title should…

•Answer the reader’s question:

“Is this article relevant to me?”

•Grab the reader’s attention

•Describe the content of a paper 

using the fewest possible words

• Is crisp, concise

• Uses keywords

• Avoids jargon



Paper Structure

Good vs. Bad Title

A Human Expert-based Approach to Electrical Peak Demand 
Management

VS

A better approach of managing environmental and 
energy sustainability via a study of different methods 
of electric load forecasting



Paper Structure

Good vs. Better Title

An Investigation into the Effects of Residential Air-
Conditioning Maintenance in Reducing the Demand for 
Electrical Energy

VS

“Role of Air-Conditioning Maintenance on Electric 
Power Demand”



Why you did

What you did

How the results 
were useful, 

important & move 
the field forward

Why they’re useful & important 
& move the field forward

Paper Structure

Abstract

A “stand alone” condensed 

version of the article

•No more than 250 words; 

written in 

the past tense

•Uses keywords 

and index terms



Abstract:#
http://eds.ieee.org/images/files/Publications/ted_info_for_authors.pdf

The abstract must be a concise yet comprehensive reflection of 
what is in your article. In particular, the abstract must be as 
follows. 

1) Self-contained, without abbreviations, footnotes, or references; 
it should be a microcosm of the full article

2) Between 150-250 words. Be sure that you adhere to these 
limits; otherwise, you will need to edit your abstract accordingly. 

3) Written as one paragraph, and should not contain displayed 
mathematical equations or tabular material.

4) Should include three or four different keywords or 
phrases, as this will help readers to find it. It is important to 
avoid over-repetition of such phrases as this can result in a page 
being rejected by search engines. 

5) Ensure that your abstract reads well and is grammatically 
correct.

http://eds.ieee.org/images/files/Publications/ted_info_for_authors.pdf


Paper Structure

Good vs. Bad Abstract
The objective of this paper was to propose a human expert-based approach to electrical peak demand 
management. The proposed approach helped to allocate demand curtailments (MW) among 
distribution substations (DS) or feeders in an electric utility service area based on requirements of the 
central load dispatch center. Demand curtailment allocation was quantified taking into account 
demand response (DR) potential and load curtailment priority of each DS, which can be determined 
using DS loading level, capacity of each DS, customer types (residential/commercial) and load 
categories (deployable, interruptible or critical). Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) was used to model a 
complex decision-making process according to both expert inputs and objective parameters. 
Simulation case studies were conducted to demonstrate how the proposed approach can be 
implemented to perform DR using real-world data from an electric utility. Simulation results 
demonstrated that the proposed approach is capable of achieving realistic demand curtailment 
allocations among different DSs to meet the peak load reduction requirements at the utility level.

Vs

This paper presents and assesses a framework for an engineering capstone design program.  We 
explain how student preparation, project selection, and instructor mentorship are the three key 
elements that must be addressed before the capstone experience is ready for the students.  Next, 
we describe a way to administer and execute the capstone design experience including design 
workshops and lead engineers.  We describe the importance in assessing the capstone design 
experience and report recent assessment results of our framework.  We comment specifically on 
what students thought were the most important aspects of their experience in engineering capstone 
design and provide quantitative insight into what parts of the framework are most important.

First person, present tense

No  actual results, only describes the organization of the paper



Use in the Title and 

Abstract for enhanced 

Search Engine Optimization

Paper Structure

Keywords

Appropriate

Applicable

Specific

Searchable

Logical





Keywords link to potential 
reviewers

https://www.computer.org/web/peer-review/journals#Length of Review Process

Keywords should be taken from the taxonomy provided in 
ScholarOne Manuscripts. Using the keywords from the keyword list is 
essential to the review process because ScholarOne Manuscripts links 
them to names of potential reviewers who are associated with that 
area of expertise, thereby expediting the review process. We 
encourage all users to include keywords as part of their account 
information. If you currently do not have keywords included as part 
of your account information, you may add them by clicking the "edit 
your information" button on the main menu. Scroll down the page 
until you reach the "keywords" box. You may then select the 
keywords that apply to you from the list provided.

https://www.computer.org/web/peer-review/journals#Length of Review Process
https://www.computer.org/cms/Computer.org/peer-review/docs/taxonomy.pdf


Generally known 
information 

about the topic

Prior studies’ 
historical 

context to your 
research

Your hypothesis 
and an overview 

of the results

How the article 
is organized

• The introduction should not be

• Too broad or vague

• More then 2 pages

Paper Structure

Introduction

• A description of the problem you researched

• It should move step by step through, should be written in 

present tense:



• Problem formulation and the processes used to solve the 

problem, prove or disprove the hypothesis

• Use illustrations to clarify ideas, support conclusions:

Tables
Present representative data 

or when exact values are important 

to show

Graphs
Show relationships 

between data points 

or trends in data

Figures
Quickly show ideas/conclusions that 

would require detailed explanations

Paper Structure

Methodology

Fig. A



Types of Graphics

Color/Grayscale figures

Figures that are meant to appear in color, or shades of 

black/gray. Such figures may include photographs, 
illustrations, multicolor graphs, and flowcharts.

Lineart figures

Figures that are composed of only black lines and shapes. 
These figures should have no shades or half-tones of gray. 
Only black and white.

Tables
Data charts which are typically black and white, but 
sometimes include color.



Downloadable figures from the
HTML version on IEEE Xplore



Downloadable figures from the
HTML version on IEEE Xplore



Equations in TeX Source in HTML 
version



Discussion

Results

Paper Structure

Results/discussion

Demonstrate that you 

solved the problem or 

made significant advances

Results: Summarized Data

• Should be clear and concise

• Use figures or tables with narrative 

to illustrate findings

Discussion: Interprets the Results

• Why your research offers 

a new solution

• Acknowledge any limitations



• Explain what the research has achieved

• As it relates to the problem stated 

in the Introduction

• Revisit the key points in each section

• Include a summary of the main findings, 

important conclusions and implications 

for the field

• Provide benefits and shortcomings of:

• The solution presented

• Your research and methodology

• Suggest future areas for research

Paper Structure

Conclusion



• Support and validate the 

hypothesis your research 

proves, disproves or resolves

• There is no limit to the 

number of references

• But use only those that directly 

support our work

• Ensure proper author 

attribution

• Author name, article title, 

publication name, publisher, 

year published, volume, 

chapter and page number

• IEEE journals generally follow 

a citation numbering system

Properly 
cited material

Paper Structure

References



Working with Citation Management 
Software



Working with Citation Management 
Software



Working with Citation Management 
Software



Organize Your Research with IEEE Collabratec



Export Documents to Collabratec



Writers last task once all sections
are written:
• How do they fit together?

• Does each section perform its appointed task?

• Is the order logical?

• Do the ideas flow together? Is it easy to read?

• Does the same material appear more than ones?

• Can it be clearer?

• Is there enough detail?



Review

Review Process

e.g. IEEE 

Transactions on 

Information

Technology in 

Biomedicine 



• Content that is appropriate, in scope and level, 

for the journal

• Clearly written original material that addresses a new 

and important problem

• Valid methods and rationale

• Conclusions that make sense

• Illustrations, tables and graphs that support the text

• References that are current and relevant to the subject

Audience

What IEEE editors and 
reviewers are looking for



Audience

Why IEEE editors and reviewers 
reject papers

• The content is not a good fit for the publication

• There are serious scientific flaws:

• Inconclusive results or incorrect interpretation

• Fraudulent research

• It is poorly written

• It does not address a big enough problem 

or advance the scientific field

• The work was previously published

• The quality is not good enough for the journal

• Reviewers have misunderstood the article



Open Access Publications



Types

• Traditional Journals –
Users/Libraries pay for access

• Open Access Journals –
Author pays article costs, free 

download

• Hybrid Journals –
Most articles are traditional, some are 

open access (author preference)



http://open.ieee.org/



First Fully Open Access Topical Journals

Fabrizio Lombardi, IEEE 
Transactions on Emerging 

Topics in Computing

Carmen S. Menoni, 
IEEE Photonics Journal

Clifford Dacso, IEEE Journal 
of Translational 

Engineering in Health & 
Medicine

Atam P. Dhawan, IEEE 
Journal of Translational 

Engineering in Health and 
Medicine

Renuka P. Jindal, IEEE 
Journal of Electron 

Devices Society

IEEE Journal of 

Electron Devices 

Society

Editors in Chief



Since 2014/15 – Four New OA 
Topical Journals 

IEEE Exploratory Solid-State Computational Devices and 
Circuits

Multi-disciplinary research in solid-state circuits

IEEE Life Sciences Letters

Articles that apply methods of quantitative analysis to biological 
problems at the molecular, cellular, organ, human and population 
levels

IEEE Nanotechnology Express

Novel and important results on engineering at the nanoscale

IEEE Power and Energy Technology System Journal

Practice-oriented articles focusing on the development, planning, 
design, construction, maintenance, installation and operation of 
equipment, structures, materials and power systems



Since 2013:

– A broad-scope “Megajournal” to cover multi-disciplinary topics that 
don’t naturally fit into one of IEEE’s existing primary transactions or 
journals

– Online-only archival publication: no page limits; supporting data and 
videos encouraged 

– Applications-oriented articles such as interesting solutions to 
engineering or information system design challenges, practical 
experimental techniques, manufacturing methods, etc.

– Rapid, yet thorough, binary peer-review and publication process with 
submissions judged on technical substance and presentation quality 

– Readers will evaluate work through comments and usage metrics, 
which are updated frequently and displayed with the abstract of each 
paper published

Dr. Michael Pecht, 

Editor in Chief

More information: www.ieee.org/ieee-access



Self-Archiving policy

IEEE allows authors to deposit the accepted (not 
final) version of their paper (available through the
Author Gateway) to their institutional or funding
repository, or to post it on their personal websites.

Our full deposition policy can be found
here: http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/pu
blications/rights/paperversionpolicy.html

http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/paperversionpolicy.html


IEEE Author Tools



Locate and Use IEEE Author Tools
http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/authors/a
uthors_journals.html

IEEE offers a suite of tools to help 

authors prepare their manuscript and 

find the right publication outlet.  

Our package of tools is unique among 

scholarly publishers.



Author Tool: Article Templates



Author Tool: Reference Preparation Assistant



Author Tool: PDF Checker



Author Tool: Graphics Analyzer



More Graphics Help

Detailed guidance on graphics is available at 
http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publica
tions/authors/authors_journals.html#sect2.  

The Graphics Help Desk (graphics@ieee.org) works 
one-on-one with authors to improve existing 
graphics or create custom new graphics.

http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/authors/authors_journals.html#sect2
mailto:graphics@ieee.org


Use AuthorLab in IEEE Collabratec for 
additional support and help



Open Researcher and Contributor 
ID (ORCID)
ORCID is a unique, persistent identifier for authors that helps 
them:

 Ensure their work is discoverable and connected to them 
throughout their career (including moves and name 
changes)

 Minimize the time spent entering repetitive information for 
manuscript submissions and grant applications

 Eliminate name ambiguity and ensure proper attribution

IEEE will require ORCIDs for all corresponding authors 
effective July 2016.



Throughout the process…Refer here early and 
often – IEEE Author Digital Tools



IEEE Author Guide Always Available

• Authors learn how 

to prepare, write, 

and  submit quality 

technical articles 

• Can be 

downloaded

• Includes 

embedded links to 

information, forms, 

etc. 

For more information or to 

download: http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/auth

ors/publishing_benefits/index.html?WT.mc_id=pb_ben_pub

http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/authors/publishing_benefits/index.html?WT.mc_id=pb_ben_pub


Contacts for Author Questions

Abstract & Indexing services discoveryservices@ieee.org

Copyright policies copyrights@ieee.org

Permissions and reuse pubs-permissions@ieee.org

Posting articles in repositories copyrights@ieee.org

Preparing figures graphics@ieee.org

Reprints reprints@ieee.org

Status report on article in production Publication editor or trans@ieee.org

Subscriptions customer-service@ieee.org

mailto:discoveryservices@ieee.org
mailto:copyrights@ieee.org
mailto:pubs-permissions@ieee.org
mailto:copyrights@ieee.org
mailto:graphics@ieee.org
mailto:reprints@ieee.org
mailto:trans@ieee.org
mailto:customer-service@ieee.org


Useful articles on IEEE Xplore

"Beginnings and endings: keys to better engineering 
technical writing" Pierson, M.M.; Pierson, B.L., 

"Hints on writing technical papers and making 
presentations” Li, V.O.K.

“How to Get Your Manuscript Published in this 
Transactions in Six Months or Less” Williams, Dylan F.

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org



Key sites to remember
Manuscript  “How to write”: 
http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/authors/author_gui
de_interactive.pdf

IEEE Author Tools IEEE.org/go/authorship

IEEE Conference Search and Calls for Papers:  
http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/index.html

IEEE Publication Recommender™

http://publication-recommender.ieee.org/home

IEEE Xplore:  http://ieeexplore.ieee.org

IEEE Xplore information, training and tools:   
http://www.ieee.org/go/clientservices

IEEE Journal Citation reports: 
http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/journmag/journalcit
ations.html

http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/authors/author_guide_interactive.pdf
http://ieee.org/go/authorship
http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/index.html
http://publication-recommender.ieee.org/home
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
http://www.ieee.org/go/clientservices
http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/journmag/journalcitations.html


Free Authorship videos on IEEE.tv

Speaker: Professor Saifur

Rahman from Virginia 

Tech (VP of Pubs for 

IEEE’s Power & Energy 

Society)

http://innovate.ieee.org/innovate

/industry/academic/whats-

new/newcontent/article/80448

http://innovate.ieee.org/innovate/industry/academic/whats-new/newcontent/article/80448


THANK YOU!

Eszter Lukács

IEEE Client Services Manager - Europe 

e.lukacs@ieee.org

 Web: www.ieee.org/go/clientservices

+49 30 44319367 Office in Berlin

+49 1705632738   Mobile

mailto:e.lukacs@ieee.org
http://www.ieee.org/go/clientservices

